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 The following pages illustrate the project ideas, the experience of a cohesive and inci-

sive partnership and two years of hard, demanding and exciting work. The opportunity that 

call for PrOPOSal 2009/2010 DaPHNE III gave us was extraordinary and allowed a 

real supranational cooperation. This institutional framework, for which we thank European 

commission - Dg JuStIcE – Daphne Programme, obtained thanks to the project commit-

ment of the  partners, has allowed all the involved person to promote a sensitive and impor-

tant matter as the children’s sexual abuse through a broad involvement of local communities, 

educational agencies, local, regional, national authorities and beyond.

 a special recognition and thanks to all the partners (acOEP - EDucarE - MuN-

DElNINO - SOutHwarK cOuNcIl - rEtESalutE and lIONS club val SaN 

MartINO associated Partner that will  present later) that have accompanied and supported 

the oversight work of SPEccHIO MagIcO, lead Partner;  to the Professor alberto Pellai, 

Scientific Director, the quality added value of the whole experience as well as the creator of 

the prevention model, milestones of the project;  to all the families who have directly taken 

In a cold winter day a group of Porcospini took refuge in 
a cave and clinged each other to protect themselves from 
cold. In a little while they felt relevant thorns and thus 
pain drived them out each other.
Then, when the need of warming up took them to get clo-
ser they bit each other one more time.
Time after time they repeated these attempts, tossed 
around oscillating between two pains, till they found 
the balanced distance from each other which is the best 
position, the right distance allowing them to warm up 
and not hurt themselves at the same time. 
       
    Arthur Schopenhauer



part demonstrating care, sensitivity and cohesion;  to schools that have been able to create, 

together with the operators, the best possible setting for a such significant test in both its 

quantitative and qualitative impacts.

 two famous quotes have marked Hedgehogs during its entire development and also 

in this occasion we like they open and close the passion we has worked with in these years:  

the first one tells the origin of the name and the educational metaphor par  excellence, while 

the second, here below, aims at showing how we should deal with the problem without reser-

vation,  fear and hypocrisy.

 Thus, the last but not least thanks goes to the children who followed Hedgehogs: a 

sincere and heartfelt thanks for have sharing with us their stories,  fears,  ambitions, expec-

tations, dreams, and  growth. Thanks for allowing us to better understand, to closely see 

through their eyes, how it is necessary to invest in, on and for them, because this is the first 

element and engine of prevention.

Fairy tales are more than true; not because they tell 
us that dragons exist, but because they tell us that 
dragons can be beaten.

Gilbert Keith Chesterton
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The experience of Porcospini “Daphne” was almost indescribable, as it has been used to de-

fine it.

Specchio Magico, a small body, although ambitious in ideas and will, was to coordinate and 

manage organizations and bodies over an excursus of 24 months that have profoundly mar-

ked the growth of the cooperative.

In addition to the economic and financial dimension, not negligible and certainly fundamen-

tal related to what it could do, the “European” dimension and supranational point of view 

brought Specchio Magico the greater elements of growth, development and skills acquisition.

The well-structured, expert and varied partnership, concerning its composition and fields, 

and at the same time so full of ideas, effectiveness and creativity, has allowed Porcospini to 

achieve results which would not have absolutely thought to reach.

Just to give an example: the experimental action was able to pass by far what we expected, 

beyond expectation. The attendance of schools, families and institutions were the elements of 

greatest recognition of the project goodness and this was the key step for the mainstream and 

The european

experience

of porcospini 
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the structuring of a series of steps for future sustainability, allowing the project continuity in 

the various countries.

we want to briefly describe the path  the project has gone through in these two years.

The project is promoted by six partners, who have social, educational and wealth competen-

ces to integrate the project results into local plans and policies. They combine their profes-

sional know-how and suitable structures to make communication and dialogue in families 

easier through the help of schools, bringing school and family together in the most delicate 

and respectful way.

besides the development of the context analysis that defines models and procedures on pre-

vention programmes for child abuse and the elaboration of training tools, main activities of 

the project are the Educational training sessions with children of the schools involved in the 

project.

working together in a transnational cooperation project and evaluating the project at Eu-

ropean level, the partners will have the opportunity to define a shared innovative European 

model of primary prevention on abuse against children.

The project has been lasting 24 months, from 1st March 2011 to 28th february 2013. The 

activities are structured into 6 work streams. The most important were (contained by a ma-

nagement and a communication action): 

1. Implementation and presentation of the “Porcospini” initiative

to meet the partners and share and define the context and methodology to develop

2. transfer of good practices: identification of a joint intervention model

to define the common model and methodology to adopt with the target groups and train 

the technical group

3. Intervention planning (experimental action): classes identification; teachers training; pa-

rents training; operators training and supervision; intervention protocols from the school 

towards the local authorities in case of check of “cases”

to identify the schools, train teachers, operators and parents and implement the educa-

tional training for children in schools 

4. Intervention assessment of the initiative adapted at European level 

to evaluate the impact of the intervention model in the territories involved and finally 

define an European model of primary prevention on abuse against children

The project aims at providing children with tools able to foster a deeper awareness of their 

body and emotions, by teaching them how to recognize, trust and listen to their own sensa-

tions. Moreover, the project aims at helping children to identify trustworthy adults and turn 

to them for help or to report their negative or positive experiences without being afraid of 

being told off or misunderstood. The project addressees are: nine/ten- years-old children at-

tending primary school, parents, teachers, educators and professionals in the field. It consists 

of an intervention involving an “educational community” addressing sensible territories and 

schools willing to implement concise actions and their dissemination in order to prevent 

child abuse. The project also is based on the socio- relational empowerment of children fa-

milies, teachers and educators. Thanks to this method of intervention it should be possible 

to develop a network of relations and family interest groups (potential future associations) 

which will take advantage of the European context created by the project.  

Porcospini began with an introductory seminar conducted by the scientific director alberto 

Pellai and held in Italy (March 2011) where the partnership has come to know each other di-

rectly and personally and share the first elements of scientific nature on which the design was 

based. This framework has allowed institutions to present their activities in detail and their 

experience on the subject for the benefit of others subjects as well as for the benefit of all the 

participating stakeholders. Specchio Magico has always involved institutions and significant 

subjects on the territory in order to do a constant throughout the project dissemination and 
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mainstreaming action, the same path that has been asked partners to carry out.

The complexity of the content and the necessities of technical nature related to the professio-

nalization of  operators required to conduct the experimental actions pushed the partnership 

to define two close steps connected to two meetings in london (July 2011) and granada 

(November 2011).

This choice was imposed by the great attention directed to children sexual abuse and the 

need to homogenise theoretical elements not always corresponding  against different socio-

cultural contexts expressed by the involved bodies and at the same time in order to create a 

precise education session, that would generate a first draft of an intervention mode.

london has been a landmark for a strong and deep sharing of the principles of this prima-

ry prevention project, always under the leadership and guidance of Professor Pellai it has 

been able to open a full immersion on the contents, approaches and theoretical, normative, 

psycho-pedagogical orientations related to the theme. a very intense and productive meeting 

that allowed to focus all the key points of intervention, working specifically on the life Skills 

and protective and risk factors.

The possibility of a direct comparison with a luminary of the matter as the scientific director 

alberto Pellai was an opportunity for the partnership to have a targeted and precise analysis, 

from theories to techniques, from scientific studies to practice.

from here, immediately, there is the need of a phase, almost consequential, of special trai-

ning on techniques for managing various activities. The lead partner, in granada, focused 

the meeting on a structured work experience through direct experience in the fruition and 

management of the shared intervention model.

This project section has been particularly effective, has meant that the whole partnership 

could completely immerse in the operative part, simulating exercises, discussing assumptions, 

methodologies and objectives.

Thanks to this laborious and in-depth work, it has been able to see with own eyes when what 

and how to propose to children Porcospini intervention. The meeting was a decisive mile-

stone cause it allowed the model structuring in terms of concrete practicality, developing 

guidelines for the activities management in the classes and defining the steps in detail. a sort 

of vademecum.

The meeting in granada was also an opportunity for the processing of the first sheets of self 

and hetero evaluation aimed at a first qualitative and quantitative analysis of various inter-

ventions.

Each partner has started at this point the out-and-out implementation of what has been hi-

therto defined, presenting to schools and families Porcospini and choosing the classes for the 

experimental action.

The scholastic year has been the place of all the interventions in different countries and then, 

in bratislava (October 2012),  a specific meeting oriented to the testing and evaluation, fol-

lowing  the work carried out on all the identified annuity for the experimental action that 

brought the partners to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses elements they identified and 

faced and the observed criticalities and excellence. This work allowed, finally, to finalise the 

best model of intervention, properly evaluated and validated as a result of direct experiences 

of the involved bodies and the observations collected by schools, cooperating educational 

agencies, families and especially by children. Thus the project has produced a detailed scien-

tifically supported model of intervention for the education of families and teachers and of 

course for the modules management addressed to children.

together with the most intervening part, the project has also produced a number of par-

ticularly significant outputs and deliverables. The most important were the production of 

the context analysis for the start of activities, key documentation and statements to adjust 

and modulate the interventions on the socio-cultural and economic realities of the partner 
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countries. a lot of work has been done on the “intervention protocols”, that is how each 

country takes of responsibility of those who are victims of abuse and what are the activation 

procedures, paths, modalities, methodologies, protocols precisely analyzing relevant tight-

ness and vulnerability elements of the got going practices.

The document sets out a series of questions to compare good practices, regulatory or pro-

cedural gaps, contextual elements of affinity and different settings in a mutual gaze to the 

strength and excellence of the other involved countries.

Porcospini is innovative due to the approach applied: raise awareness through the psycho-

pedagogical study of affectivity and sexuality. The educational efforts play the most important 

role in the project, as well as the direct involvement of children and families, a field where the 

quality of operators and thus the necessity of  appropriate education and supervision are fun-

damental and convey to the project its added value. Porcospini aims at fostering the gradual, 

child friendly awareness that prevent children to feel guilty and does not cause fear into them 

so that they acquire orientation skills and capabilities as far as their growth  and emerging 

drives. traditional approaches to this issue tend to address families and institutions, while 

in this project the intervention is centred on skills which are transferred to children. The in-

direct action on the community (family, school, educators) is still a fundamental matter that 

will be furthered developed after the project.  

The model proposed by the project thanks to the competent and diversified partnership’s 

contribution will make it possible to develop an European intervention plan and to reach 

a large number of users over a relatively short period of time. Thus the project can develop 

an observatory of the phenomenon in order to implement appropriate social and psycho-

pedagogical policies in cases of critical situations or excessive exposition to dangers. at the 

same time, the European approach allows to extend the modelization of the proposed inter-

vention and make it highly flexible and usable in different contexts, so that it can be proposed 

as a tool capable of adapting to the different areas where it will be carried out after the end 

of the project. This potential role as an extended observatory allows to carry out territorial 

policies and local interventions as a tool of prevention. The project provide training also to 

children and adults to tackle the issues of affectivity and sexuality through the SaID and by 

avoiding the uNSaID, the real trap of paedophilia and of problems deriving from abuse and 

mistreatment.  an aware child is a less exposed child, he/she is less likely to be allured by 

potential abusers, it’s a child that discusses the theme and allows those who surround him to 

understand, realize and intervene.

The project doesn’t intend to intervene on abuse victims, but to prevent cases from happe-

ning by detecting risk situations, reporting them to competent authorities and professionals 

or specialized centres. Porcospini works on normal and everyday situations to guarantee pre-

vention to a target group of people who start experiencing, both physically and psychologi-

cally, adult life and the first aware affective and sexual relations. The involved partners carry 

out their efforts in their normative context both at regional and national level. Practices and 

tools will be developed to safeguard privacy and data, procedures for the transfer of sensitive 

data will be implemented in respect of the laws of involved countries.  The training of edu-

cators will be the most important element, as far as quality is concerned, it will also be the 

most important indicator of the effectiveness of the intervention and of its ability to succeed 

without shocking. This is why operators will be chosen by every single country very carefully. 

Project partners will have to propose highly specialized staff, according to national law. 

beyond training, technical supervision will be implemented that allows to evaluate and ve-

rify, step by step, the intervention in classrooms and reorient the program based on the dif-

ferent interlocutors. In this sector, the action of a Scientific committee is fundamental. The 

committee will be an appropriate tool to work out strategies and solutions for all ethical 

problems which might emerge, and thus this body will be an essential guarantee of success 
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of single interventions

The project is structured in order to avoid any kind of negative consequence in classes. This 

means that after identifying schools willing to participate, students will just start a new course 

during their school hours and will thus benefit directly from the intervention which does not 

imply any discrimination or necessity to sign in. Problems generally emerge because families 

oppose to the project, as they are not ready to recognize the beginning of their children’s 

sexual and affective relations and therefore reckon that the initiative is premature. So, the 

project proposes to start with parents’ education by introducing the theme gradually and 

revealing what kind of activities will be carried out in class, making parents familiar with the 

contents of the project. we expect that parents will themselves spread the ideas of the project 

by reporting to their mates in the educational phase on their personal experiences as victims 

of abuse or mistreatment. This should create trust in the project and its aims.  The direct 

effectiveness is guaranteed by accurately trained educators and the educational plan reduces 

potential difficulties in children as well as in parents. The substitution or turn over of opera-

tors cannot be regardless of the educational phase allowing to empower operators who will 

then go into classes. If unexpected turnover should take place in the project’s staff, if partners 

agree, an ad hoc educational phase will be added to allow new staff to continue the activities 

with the same competence degree. The skills and experience of operators is a fundamental 

prerequisite of success.

The impact of the project involved a definitely large target group due to its methodology: 

a single module involved 10 classes of 25 students on average. The project has reached 250 

students with a single operational unit (each PP). Thanks to the European planning and mo-

delization the project reached at least 50-60 classes and thus more than 1000 students and 

their families.  So, the impact on involved communities was particularly significant. Each 

territory was the scenery of a personalized implementation, in which local populations took 

part. Implementations addressed local administrators and professionals in order to transfer 

the knowledge produced by the observatory and allow a wider dissemination. The project is 

based on the experiences of students and quantitative/qualitative statistics on real or alleged 

sexual experiences reported by students. The dissemination strategy of prevention has to 

start from the project’s final target groups, i.e. children and families.  workstream 5 was en-

tirely centred on the dissemination of objectives, actions and outputs realised by the project 

through local and transnational information and communication actions. The project has 

been particularly active in the production of informative material (leaflets, website, infor-

mative kits) in order to disseminate the realization and modelization of primary prevention 

intervention on the theme of child abuse at European level. Each partner organized institu-

tional meetings in order to strengthen the connection with local authorities. The partner-

ship’s institutional connections therefore registered the achieved outputs and deliverables by 

acting as a direct interlocutor for the sustainability and transferability of the model beyond 

the scenery and the Daphne Programme. The final transnational conference guaranteed the 

presentation of the project’s achievements in the involved communities and guaranteed the 

capitalization of results and their transferability in other areas. The projects aimed at influen-

cing the scientific community as well by proposing the new approach in specialized journals. 

The dissemination strategy of the project also included the contact with specialized medias 

on childhood. The Scientific committee namely started contacts with national media in or-

der to transform the educational modules in classes into a tv-educational approach to present 

the experience and perhaps propose a further spread of its results.

The communication and dissemination activities realised were aimed to raise awareness local 

institutions and authorities in order to guarantee the project prosecution after the end of the 

financial contribution.  Each partner organized at least two higher institutional meetings in 

order to present and promote the project on the territory and allow not only its promotions, 
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but also further discussion and its introduction into the planning of social intervention at 

local level. 

The project produced concrete deliverables which can be used after its end (educational kits, 

intervention protocol) not only by PPs, but also by communities willing to approach and get 

to know this new way of tackling child abuse and mistreatment. Project deliverables can be 

transferred and used in other areas since the model has been planned to be transnational 

and flexible in order to react to the problems of different analyzed context. The Partners will 

continue their cooperation on initiatives concerning the theme of child abuse and they will 

participate in shared projects at European level and commit to gather resources to contri-

bute to the development and spread of the experienced techniques. This is why the website 

will keep on reporting on new projects and will be monitored by the lP and updated by PPs 

also after the end of the project. The associated partner lion club val San Martino is active 

among the local community and its strategic role in the project is linked with its being part of  

a big European network spread on the territory. Their attention to the project and the present 

discussion in the club at regional and nation level on supporting this Daphne initiative are a 

further element of development.

This type of work was considered of particular importance because the comparison between 

activation models and formal protocols of the different partner countries, that here we illu-

strate rough in, allowed we could mutually benefit from the added value that each subject 

brought to the project, with the awareness of a fruitful partnership.

The project has thus defined a fundamental milestone (a special section  is herein dedicated 

to) representing the model of intervention, a series of in-depth analysis and articles related 

to local, national and international press, mainly managed by the Scientific Director alberto 

Pellai on the basis of the European experience, an author story translated into several langua-

ges  for raising awareness purpose .

Of particular note, two other key deliverables: the analysis of intervention protocols and su-

pervision model.

One of the specific action Porcospini considered was to examine the operating modalities 

running in different local areas of the involved partners, as regards the management of child 

sexual abuse which can be found in different environments where children live, in particular 

in schools, in order to highlight common issues, and underline the most effective aspects and 

critical points, thus to draw up a sort of summary that may represent an overall model for 

optimised prevention management.

This document illustrates the results of the collected data by the involved partners, with their 

own particular knowledge of the reality and facts and their own specific point of view.

The outcome of this data collection should not be considered an exhaustive survey, but rather 

a real starting point for the different subject committed with prevention at different levels in 

order they may use it to carry out their tasks at their best.

It allows a reflection on what could be the best conditions for carrying out a prevention 

action, detecting abuse situations, calling all parties involved to go deeper into their scope 

of action, to better understand the conditions in which they operate and fully exploit their 

potential and improve or even correct such conditions.

In order to do this the partners implemented a series of guideline questions to acquire more 

in-depth knowledge of all the aspects involved in the existing contextual conditions - at re-

gulatory, institutional, and cultural level - that are the prerequisites to the implementation of 

effective prevention, detection, and reporting actions.

Partners chose to focus on aspects concerning collaboration, assignment and sharing of ta-

sks, responsibility and roles between two educational and social agencies which have been 

involved into the three stages under consideration, namely schools and social services.

Strictly related to the experimental action and considering a more practical basis, it was de-
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cided to produce a supervision model, or at least a proposal for a supervision model for the 

operators. by supervision we mean a special participated process of observation (vision), 

which is characterised by a multiple use of different perspectives in observation. The hori-

zontal “hic et nunc” dimension of the event is completed by an additional vertical angle of 

observation (“super”).

Supervision is the tool to grasp the flow of the present time through the delicate work of 

decomposition and re-composition of what has taken place -i.e. experienced as it was happe-

ning- at a later time. Observation, freed from the contemporaneity of the happening, enables 

a widening of the space and restructures what happened after it has happened, by further 

exploring it.

Therefore, supervision must be performed when still working on the object of observation, in 

a sort of pause between two moments of acting.

There are different types of supervision. One is referred to the modalities of management and 

performance of the activities that focus on the technique and methodology of the interven-

tion, another one focuses on the infra-psychological aspects which are a characteristic of the 

operator and affect his or her attitude toward  users and his or her way of doing what he or 

she does with and for the end user.

Such supervisions are placed at two well differentiated levels: the technical-operational level 

which aims at instrumental and methodological learning; and the personal one, which is 

linked to the concept of a person who becomes an instrument at the service of a process of 

reworking and renewal of another person. 

technical-operational supervision finds its application at the stage when an operator, af-

ter acquiring the essential theoretical knowledge and completing practical guided training, 

starts carrying out his or her activity in full autonomy and submits his or her results and 

doubts to supervision.

Personal supervision requires the awareness of and mastering the relational implications 

-both emotional and functional- of the operator’s subjectivity. Personal supervision should 

be performed by an external professional, who could offer an off-the-field space, where the 

operator can be fully free in processing his or her experience (Simeone, 2012).
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parTnership 2

Specchio Magico cooperativa Sociale Onlus is a non-profit social cooperative (It) establi-

shed in May 2001. It is registered in the National and regional register of Social coopera-

tives and it is a member of the National league of cooperatives and Mutual associations. 

SM offers quality services by an experienced, qualified and professional staff, with specific 

expertises in pedagogical, educational, psychological areas, supported by updating training. 

SM guarantees effective interventions and significant implications on childhood, educatio-

nal, parenting, child abuse and psycho pedagogical policies. Educational methodologies and 

organization processes at schools are part of its activities too. SM has a leading role in the 

identification, planning and realization of social, socio educational prevention policies at 

primary schools. SM is a well-known reliable partner and coordinator of territorial projects 

concerning the prevention of abuse. 

SM has developed a good experience in project, both at European and Italia level, allowing an 

efficient implementation and impact on services, concerning policies about infancy, educa-

tion, parenthood, migration processes,unease, sex abuse, psycho-pedagogical support, edu-
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cational methodologies, organizational processes at schools. The key interlocutors of SM’s 

activities are Italian and European local bodies.

SM also promotes direct intervention at schools, where it develops most of its projects on 

active citizenship and psycho-pedagogical services, enhancing the networking of resources 

and territorial education agencies.

retesalute – azienda Speciale consortile (It) was established in 2005. It is an instrumental 

economic body of associated institutions and it is a legal entity with legal managing auto-

nomy. It is composed by 25 members, exclusively Public Institutions (Municipalities, unions 

of Municipalities and the Province of lecco) fromthe Merate District in the Province of lec-

co (It). Its objectives includes socio-welfare and socio-medical functions, and the manage-

ment of services to individuals and families in connection with the activities that the asso-

ciated institutions carry out by law, including educational interventions aiming at promoting 

psycho-social well-being of citizens in the area. retesalute promotes the development of an 

integrated service network at interprovincial level and is perceived as a tool to optimize the 

efficiency of services for the empowerment and development of local welfare. Moreover, it 

fulfils the prescription of law 328/2000, according to which towns are supposed to be asso-

ciated on territories where, according to regional authorities, the joined management of the 

local service sector is possible. Moreover, retesalute has been appointed as leader institution 

in the realization of the Merate District area Plan (l.398/2000). as leader institution, its task 

is to supervise the implementation of the plan, by supplying services through its organization 

strategy and managing the necessary financial resources and by ensuring support. retesalute 

has a board of directors, a chief executive and a technical structure structured in three strate-

gic areas: children and adults, Seniors and disabled people, administration. 

foundation MuNDElNINO/MNO-Itw was established in 1989. It includes a staff of 5 em-

ployed people. It is a NgO foundation and its focus is on capacity building of people espe-

cially for migrant women.

Most of the funding is supported by the national government & the Municipality of amster-

dam. The staff is always involved in the coordination of project management and the organi-

sation has over 20 year of experience. 

Since over 20 years it has been focusing at the empowerment of women and children, throu-

gh training programmes especially implemented for the Municipality of amsterdam. The 

target group is migrant women and MNO–Itw did many projects for reducing the gender 

imbalance and to educate parents and, most important, migrant women to reduce violence 

and support women in their empowerment. It also implemented a parent project for conflict 

resolutions with respect to children education; as well as the experience with projects to sup-

port the role of fathers i.e. to achieve an equal role in the education of their children.

It always targets at strengthening the capacities and wellbeing of people to enhance skills 

development and training programmes as to projects for parents and research programmes.

The foundation MuNDElNINO, MNO-Itw is very interested in working in partnership 

with ItalY as we think it is a very important project to support awareness raising concer-

ning sexual abuse and recognising behaviour for parent education. The two organisations 

finally come to work together after having shared and discussed about common important 

issues in international meeting- training contexts.

asociación centro andaluz de Programas Europeos – acOEP was legally created in January 

2009 by people who have been working in European Projects 8 years. Nowadays there are 35 

associates who carry out staff tasks, and there is a board formed by 5 people. The usual fun-

ding sources are public grants and membership fees of the associates. The association carries 
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out different tasks such as: developing educational and informative tasks concerning Euro-

pean Programmes; arranging campaigns and programme activities in order to inform about 

European Programmes; publishing papers concerning European Programmes, participating 

in European programmes, projects and activities; arranging debates, campaigns, conferences 

and seminars to encourage the offer of European programmes for the internal use of the asso-

ciation as well as for the society in general, developing educational activities for the members, 

developing teaching and educational activities for different communities, promoting profes-

sional links and exchanges so as to compare projects and investigations carried out in Europe 

through European Programmes. 

Educare, n. o. is an independent, apolitical, non-governmental and non-profit organization 

established in 2008. It is an independent legal entity working with the whole Slovakia and 

with international contacts. It offers counseling, consultancy and services of cultural, social, 

educational and training character, as well as scientific and technical services to promote 

regional development and employment. The organization was founded mainly for the pur-

poses of raising the overall life quality in the Slovak republic and improvement of the socio-

economic background at different groups of people. Educare, n. o. is used to provide training 

and consultancy services to different target groups from the disadvantaged ones to whom just 

need a help in difficult life situation. Thanks to the wide portfolio of services and high expe-

rienced staff, this organization is able to effectively implement its initiatives such as training, 

workshops, seminars, informative events and classes.

Educare, n. o. is used to work with different groups of people, which was also proved in the 

projects implemented on national level. This organization had opportunity to participate in 

actions related to the special training of people in pre-school and school age. More specifi-

cally, the actions were addressed to pupils with problems in learning like dyslexia, dysgraphia 

and hyperactivity. During the project activities, also the parents were involved and innovative 

learning methods were prepared. It also cooperated on  activities related to the education and 

development of personal skills of women living in czech-Slovak border area. Educare n. o. 

is also involved in the activities related to avoid children right wing extremism, bullying and 

violence in pre-school and school age. Educare is fully aware that the involvement of parents 

is one of the most important parts.

Southwark council (uK) was established in 1967.

It is one of 32 london local authorities, located south of the river Thames, which has been 

in existence since 1967.  It is part of the 5 central london boroughs. Over the past ten years, 

Southwark’s population has grown at more than three times the rate of the country as a who-

le and stands at 275,000. It attracts thousands of daytime visitors: around 30,000 business 

employees. It has the eighth largest ethnic minority community in the country and about 80 

languages spoken in our schools. Southwark is a place of contrasts: rich suburbs lie just minu-

tes from some of london’s most deprived areas. Southwark’s children’s Services Directorate 

delivers education, social care and some health services working in partnership with other 

statutory, business and voluntary agencies.

Soutwark council has experience in transnational projects under the following funding pro-

grammes: INtErrEg, the community Initiative EQual, and the European Social fund. 

children’s Services education managers receive annual government and other national 

agency grant income of £ 21 million. Of this  £2.7million is managed by the relevant assi-

stant Director. Southwark council has a strong history of developing, implementing and co-

ordinating key initiatives regarding sex and relationship education and safeguarding, infact it 

have prioritised the development of sex and relationship education as part of the strategy to 
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protect children and young people and to reduce teenage pregancy. we have considerable ex-

pertise in this area, working within national requirements and guidance on best practice. The 

overarching framework is provided through the national healthy schools programme (more 

information can be viewed on http://home.healthyschools.gov.uk/ ) which accredits schools 

that achieve nationally specified criteria in a range of health –related activity including pro-

vision of sex and relationship education.

90 % of Southwark schools have achieved healthy school status which means they are deli-

vering sex and relationship education and have consulted with both parents and pupils to 

inform their programme. Southwark offer specialist support to targeted primary schools to 

develop and deliver their sex and relationship education through The christopher winter 

Project (more information can be viewed on www.tcwp.co.uk/index.php?m=home)

lIONS club associated Partner

The local club shares the objectives and aims of the international statute. we believe everyone 

deserves a healthy life. from providing health programs that focus on hearing  loss to suppor-

ting efforts to control and prevent diabetes, we’re working to improve children’s and adults’ 

health around the world. we empower the next generation. whether it’s providing volunteer 

and leadership experiences in a leo club or sharing a message of peace through our Peace 

Poster contest, our youth programs invest in the future by reaching out to young people.

lions club val San Martino cooperates with Specchio Magico. They developed together se-

veral social projects on the territory with great success.

lions club val San Martino accompanied the applicant in the project proposal preparation, 

putting at its disposal its skills and great experience of social projects on the territory.

lions club val San Martino is a local club widely organized at international level. It has pro-

moted the initiative at local level and now it would like to maintain its role of promoter and 

supporter, and keep institutional relations also in the reference territory. Its role would also 

be important in order to enforce international links for project diffusion and promotion  and 

for the relevant results achievable. 

The club members follow project activities and participate to the events planned in Italy. They 

help in spreading and diffusing project results trough the huge network they are part.
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 In the last twenty years we have been working hard and intensively about the issue of 

sexual abuse.

Even when you have been working in this field for years it is easy to talk about the prevention 

of sexual abuse. times are really mature and therefore it is time the community learn to to-

lerate the implicit suffering in dealing with such a thorny and difficult issue, learning how to 

prevent it, learning to say those words that everyone omit and prefer to keep hidden, often in 

pain and in the silence of the heart.

at a previous time the prevention of sexual abuse was all in a sentence that adults handed 

down to children from generation to generation: “Do not take candies from a stranger”. En-

tire generations hid in that candy, not to be taken or accepted, the ghost of all violence, more 

or less inconceivable,  that an adult can commit on a child.

The sentence was used for the prevention of drug, tobacco, sexual abuse and who knows 

precisely for how many other things. but the great truth that warning, handed down from 

generation to generation, could not spread is that candies do not have to be accepted even 

3sexual abuse

and iTs 

prevenTion
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from people you know. In fact, epidemiology confirms us sexual abuse is often perpetrated 

by adults who have won the sympathy and confidence of a child and based on his relational 

power “seduce” child in situations driving into a sexual sphere, with the gradualness and in-

tensity that the progressive involving makes possible.

a child who is involved in this kind of situation is often alone and disoriented. The suffered 

violence is almost always accompanied by the implicit pact that what happened between 

the child and the abuser adult will remain a secret to never tell to anyone, in any manner or 

occasion.

The child lives in the incapability to make sense of what has happened: suspended between 

fear, disorientation and often the pleasure felt, relies on the strength of secret and, doing so, 

often implicitly authorizes the repetition of sex abuse thus it becomes chronic and more and 

more entraps the victim and his executioner in a game that has the characteristics of the vi-

cious circle.

what is it that drives a child to be forever silent about his secret even when it causes him so 

much pain and when he can disclose and ask adults, who love him, for help and support?

It is difficult to answer to a question like this, but I believe that child victims of sexual abuse 

are also victims of the fear to tell it to someone. They feel that no one around them could be 

able to manage and deal with such an huge event and at the end they give in to the inability 

to tell it. So, those words that should come out with the explosive force of the suffered abuse 

and the need to be heard, remain entrapped, sometimes forever, and frequently disturb the 

existence of the subject causing problems more or less obvious, such as affective difficulty, 

disorder of attention, concentration, memory and learning. Often, the emotional and sexual 

life of a person who has suffered sexual abuse has problems, sometimes very serious, and 

therefore preventing the sexual abuse means to prevent all the consequences deriving from it 

in a medium and long term and have serious implications on the health, not only organic but 

also psychosocial, of the involved individual and of those who live close.

Preventing children sexual abuse is the duty of every civilized society. receiving preventive 

news and information is a right for child. child “expects” adult takes care of him from the 

very beginning of his existence, feeding, protecting, defending, reassuring and containing 

him, accompanying and supporting him in the tests he lives and will have to face, over time, 

individually and socially, to grow.

The child “expects” to be loved and protected by her parents, relatives and adults, in general, 

that take care of him.

Due to this I have tried to promote prevention activities, research activities and projects 

that involved all adults, especially those that care of kids, in order they become more aware 

and able to take-charge responsibly of this phenomenon on all the three levels of preventive 

intervention: primary (to prevent the occurrence of abuse), secondary (to recognize as early 

as possible an abuse  already happened), tertiary (to help the return to a psychophysical well-

being situation through integrated and systemic actions). The importance of intervention by 

preventive actions has been confirmed also by the study group of the world Health Organi-

zation for child abuse in the context of the Decalogue they developed.

However, the implementation of preventive strategies concerning a problem that involves 

and impacts an entire community takes place only when the community itself is capable of 

recognizing it, defining epidemiological characteristics such as prevalence and incidence and 

structuring interventions aimed at early diagnosis and detection of risk factors, all conditions 

still not always present in the Italian reality for what concerns the sexual abuse.

The most effective intervention would be a systematic and intensive education of adults and 

parents in particular, in order  the prevention of sexual abuse can be a reality for every child 

who receives  principles and values within his own family. This intervention should be, then, 

integrated by the systematic action of the school that, assisting the growth of each child, 
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should also provide the necessary knowledge and skills to prevent sexual abuse in a synergi-

stic action with the family. In practice, unfortunately, in our country, this integrated action 

of sexual abuse prevention between family and school remains a great utopia. Sexual abuse 

is a problem so disturbing that adults without proper preparation and awareness, prefer not 

to deal with and act accordingly, an impressive action of emotional detachment, removal, 

rationalization, denial and censure (galli, 1994) .

analyzing  the attitudes of the adults forming the educators community, we realize that pri-

mary prevention of sexual abuse remains a cinderella within our schools, families and aggre-

gation reality. The reason lies in fear, emotion behind which a strong denial of the problem 

is hidden, prejudice and lack of concrete and proper answers to talk growing subjects of an 

acute and essential matter. 

Such a generalized denial of the problem leave children more vulnerable and at the same time 

allows the abuser to act undisturbed in a reality that does not make his presence thinkable, 

and  therefore possible.

The mood of terror in which victim lie makes asking for help more difficult. victims firmly 

keeps silence because they are afraid, but if the children feel the fear of adults, will sink into 

the abyss of silence, convinced that giving word to the unspeakable reminders unmanageable 

emotions by adults who take care of them. Nothing is more frightening to a child than an 

adult, which instead of protecting him when frightened, shows himself even more terrified 

and, in this way, it becomes frightening.

The true prevention adults can offer children should not be saturated by anxiety and fear, but 

of authority and security,  desire to communicate and share, awareness that significant adults  

are people who have to promote growth and give children means to face difficulties.

adults cannot be just dispensers of laws, rules and prohibitions, but have also to transmit life 

skills.

Programs of primary prevention interventions include training, education and information 

for adults. During these information sessions is necessary to explain that children need to 

learn and know from their everyday experiences, that family members will listen to their 

concerns and anxieties concerning “disturbing” behaviors without disapproving, scolding 

them or make them feel guilty. It ‘also important that parents discourage an atmosphere of 

“secrecy” within the family and  support children when they refuse to get involved in physi-

cal interactions with people who do not know. Schools should use all the possible means to 

maximize families’ involvement.

It can be said that more the educational intervention and preventive is in-depth, systematic, 

intensive and not extemporaneous and more can help children to improve their skills in 

analyzing risk situations, learning to distinguish  situations of real risk from those in which 

there is not and especially to make them aware of their own self-efficacy and ability to im-

plement protective and defensive behaviors when needed, as well as reporting to adults any 

significant experiences in which they were risk exposed.

In order to allow children to live experience of emotional and sexual education serenely, it 

is necessary to build an adult-underage relationship,  where the latter feel free to be truly 

himself, to ask questions and express doubts about sexual matter; in other words, it needs to 

demonstrate children that adult is willing to give them a listening characterized by an uncon-

ditional acceptance of what they want to communicate (galli, 1991).

It becomes essential, in this sense, that educator is able to handle the skills related to the areas 

of “knowledge”, “know-how” and “how to be” in relation to child’s sex education. for area 

of “knowledge”, we mean the area of the necessary knowledge required for the basic under-

standing of human sexuality, for area of “know-how” we mean instead the skills that are a 

prerequisite of educational work, especially in terms of affectivity and sexuality and for the 

area of “how to be” the personal and attitudinal qualities and skills, such as tolerance, respect, 
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acceptance, ability to give and receive trust and call himself into question.

for a child who is growing up, sexuality and affectivity become a series of “unspoken words” 

questions not asked, answers not given. for the child is difficult to orient himself in the “lab-

yrinth” of sexuality, because a heightened ostentation of sex (and not of sexuality) by means 

of mass media

is in contrast to the emptiness of the significant adults’ world.

what comes from the exosystem is passively received by the subject, influencing his knowled-

ge, values and behaviors, but cannot be discussed by the receiver.

as educators, we cannot be pleased with the culture and the symbolic and cognitive envi-

ronment created by media in which the individual lives. Often, we face a world of consume-

rism and materialism, where everything is lawful, possible, testable. a growing boy finds in 

the exosystem a real saturation of messages and situations with more or less explicit sexual 

connotations. In this context it is hard to understand what are the differences between thin-

king / dreaming sexuality (key process in the growth process) and, instead, acting it out.

More and more often, we stand in front of boys and girls who become sexually active and 

only secondarily ask themselves about the real and deep meanings of their behaviors.

The confusion that governs boys’  thoughts and sometimes actions, at least in part it is a re-

flection of ambivalence that pervades and permeates the whole society, that faces sexuality, 

with a highly ambivalent attitude. On one side sex, in a consumer society driven to buy and 

sell, is nothing more than a commodity to be put on the cover to boost sales of periodicals, to 

“embalm” in a calendar of coated paper, under the pretext of supporting a healthy and elegant 

class eroticism. On the other side, who is growing is left alone in a macrocosm that shows 

off sex but at the same time does not know sizing it in a perspective of values and education.

This “systemic” complexity makes more and more difficult for adults, and often children 

themselves, to understand what is “normal” and what is not in sexual act of  whom is growing. 

Starting from the complexity of the systemic model, it is necessary to redefine roles and prin-

ciples that must be shared by all for a healthy and positive affective and sexual education in 

our society.

Pedophilia can be fought only if we build a society that has learned to talk about sex and love, 

without trivialize, manipulate, “trade them.”

Educators, whether they are parents or teachers, must learn to recognize their role as sex 

educators is unique and that in recent years their fragility and their attitude of delegation 

have done nothing but encourage the dominance of a sexual information / representation 

dominated by market objectives and certainly not educational ones. It is in this culture of 

“consumption” and educational silence that pedophilia has fertile ground.

In the specific context of child sexual abuse prevention based on educational methodology, 

the aim should be to foster children the expressive capacity of pleasant and unpleasant emo-

tions related to sexuality, using also the game language, drama, graphic expression. The abili-

ty to put into words the ambivalent aspects of sexual experience expands in the underage his 

self-defense power against the risk of appropriation of his body.

The lack of confidence in himself and low self-esteem are elements of great attraction for the 

abuser, one of the key aspects that must be encouraged in working with children is related to 

have more confidence and give more importance to their emotions , feelings and perceptions.

Perhaps it would be necessary to promote a more general cultural reflection concerning edu-

cational practice in our society leading children to grow uncritically confident about any 

adult figure and, instead, with a low level of confidence and trust about own quality sense. It is 

important that children, while grow up, receive from us adults a strong sense of support   and 

and validation of their value, a condition that probably is the most important pre-requisite to 

protect them from any adult abuser (Elliot, et al ., 1995). 

all educational programs must aim at teaching children that it is possible to say no to adults 
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in some circumstances. children are provided with information regarding what to do in case 

of victimization or abuse, in the hope that this information makes a child able to escape an 

abusive event and to report abuse immediately to adults they trust.

Porcospini wants to help children understanding there are not dangerous people tout court, 

but there are situations and relationships where it is easier to feel a sense of discomfort, vul-

nerability and danger against which you must use a self-defense strategy and request the help 

of a significant and  competent adult.
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meThodology

“Some children are so busy in managing the inner self, to have no energies for 

what lies outside their concerns. Knowing the facts of the world may not be 

very interesting for whom knows himself incorrectly and in a confused way”.   

Feuerstein

 The key objective of this project is to facilitate the process of communication, dialo-

gue, comparison within the family through the school channel, approaching participants of 

school / family scenario in the most delicate and respectful way as possible.

Due to this the title of the presented project is “Porcospini, children and parents together to 

prevent sexual abuse.” The quote is obviously of Schopenhauer that describes how a family 

of Porcospini live through the cold warming each other, with the difficult task of staying 

close without tipping, without getting hurt. The metaphor refers generally to a complex re-

lationship with adults that, in the view of the project, defines the essential ability to getting 

closer without choking, approach and live emotions respecting the individual and everyone’s 

4
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need, but also and above all, the thorny issue of family dialogue, the ability to explore and face 

some issues that, by their nature, hurt even if the situations are not risk ones.

The developmental years is full of unspoken and the project aims at finding the balance point 

that allows to communicate the essential enabling the parent to understand possible unease, 

exposures to risk, warming but not biting. at the same time child learns behavior with adults, 

learn to manage their communication and their comparison overcoming resistances and un-

derstanding the different connotations related to the interaction with adults. Secrecy is one 

of the more difficult element to manage on sexuality and abuse matter.

Sexual abuse is an interaction of sexual nature between an adult and a child with former’s 

sexual gratification purpose only. In such a definition we alight on abuse, sexual gratification, 

sexual connotation, elements not always caught by the child that instead lives and articulates 

an own touch thanks to an interaction, that he has to learn to manage and decode. Porcospini 

represents also the difficult balance between demonizing the relationship with the other and 

with adult, making inflexible all the child’s affective past under the specter of abuse and pro-

moting an affectivity understanding as pleasant and necessary, wonderful and indispensable 

as respectful and attentive to the needs, the will of the other, to the sharing with the other.

The theory behind the whole project is systemic eco-friendly, expressly referred to containers 

that are  children’s setting of affectivity and sexuality, that may become empty boxes and 

lacking of the necessary receptivity or comfortable family walls where you feel protected, 

listened understood, treated with all the essential seriousness which children ask for to be 

lead of their own growth. based on the systemic eco-friendly view, the approach can only 

create the best possible conditions by redefining the interaction containers more lived by the 

child. These boxes create a model of relationship and interaction between the inner and outer 

world. School and family are the microsystems that mainly structure the subject identity, in 

its entirety, including the  sexual one.

The project aims at breaking the bounce of delegation between school and family on this 

difficult and complex issue in its joints inserting as third party, more complementary to 

children because out of the educational logics on one side, and tied to embarrassment and 

guilt towards the family environment on the other side. at the same time, an intervention 

such the foregoing one retraces the peer’s mediation results taking advantage of this incre-

dible driving force of “peer’s training” containing the devastating influence on the matter of 

the mass media. Overexposure of eroticism and ostentation of sex in the media world clashes 

with the lack of space for questions that remain unexpressed, for comparisons that do not 

occur and if they occur are muffled and artificial. unspoken words or spoken in such a way 

to be not absorbed in the proper manner.

The systemic complexity makes extremely difficult to distinguish what is “normal” and what 

is not in the sexual acting of someone who is growing.

The aim is not to find the philosopher’s stone on the subject but to give families a few es-

sential keys and above all to promote a mindset towards the theme that facilitates compa-

rison,  dialogue, receptiveness to biting and sometimes annoying and painful inquiries and 

requests, that affect the immaculate image of his son to trigger imaginary scenarios absolu-

tely not reassuring for the parent. but the family affectivity also runs through this, the ability 

to support the developmental age in its most complex and risk exposed stages. On the other 

side, the main aim is to equip children with an expertise of means to read systems that in-

corporate them and try to depersonalize their behavior,  to feel in the right when expressing 

their questions and investigate their growth.

Starting from the basic assumption remarked by the world Health Organization, prima-

ry prevention includes teaching, education and social support. “Improving parenting skills, 

social family and personal resources, individual skills in dealing with adverse events or di-

sadvantage situations and to identify the conditions of mental health which may result in 
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risk factors.” Equipping adults and introduce children to the constant comparison within the 

family context.

In a standard family situation, during a dinner with  a newscast in the background,  to give 

a concrete example, the news of an abuse is decoded by the child without the necessary 

background. The parent responds with disgust, maybe comments, maybe he gets angry and 

shows emotion not completely identifiable and to understandable by the child who builds 

a sense of the whole. at this stage it is necessary to teach how decoding the emotions they 

experience, directly or indirectly, as in this case, and to share and redefined them within the 

family context.

The project aims at developing an intervention for the prevention of children’s sexual abuse, 

enhance the well-being of the local community, promote an accurate, complete and not alar-

mist information,  train parents in particular about primary prevention.

The project aims at developing a method to prevent child abuse, in order to promote well-

being through communication, knowledge, awareness of the totality and complexity of the 

phenomenon by all the people involved: children , families, schools and professional opera-

tors. 

The project aims at making children strong and confident through habit to practice a daily 

dialogue in the family, at school and in every relationship, to listen and give voice to emotions 

and feelings and the construction of a wilful and critical thinking.

without demonizing the world outside, the promoted activities  want to develop meta-cogni-

tive functions allowing the construction of thoughts, questions, “mentalization of emotions”, 

and the subsequent implementation of adaptive behaviors.

Porcospini builds its preventive action preparing “the field”, i.e. forming and equipping the 

key containers to be receptive, friendly and protective, where children can feel safe, listened 

to, understood, treated with all the necessary seriousness they need to be protagonists of their 

own growth. The project logic is to build more than destroy or work on the abuse phenome-

nology disappearance. 

we believe, supported by numerous studies and scholars, that there is no a real definitive 

solution related to this phenomenon and the main investment is on child’s ability of self-

assertion and self-determination.

Prevention begins giving children the opportunity, during the laboratories, to express 

themselves, to tell their stories, to build a common language, starting from fundamental is-

sues, such as individual rights, body awareness and ability to listen their emotions, sexuality, 

affection.

The starting assumption is precisely “in the best interest of the child” (article 3 of the con-

vention of child rights) where the aim is to exercise the right and his assertion beyond edu-

cation and discipline to duty, potential dimension and dynamics, that of “I must” on which 

pedophilia often rooted, using the asymmetry and the authoritarian relationship role that 

distinguishes it.

Porcospini has the ambitious purpose to make children aware they have fundamental rights, 

to be considered global people, have the right to say no, not becoming “bad” at the eyes of 

the outside world. In adults reference environments, school and family, we often tend not to 

allow an opportunity of child own determination. The intervention, instead, aims at creating 

the space of “free expression”, always duly accompanied, discussed and pondered with refe-

rence adults, in the logic of respect for others.

In this way, in Porcospini the child profile is of a good level of self-esteem, which has no need 

to seek other seduction or to feel special and unique by favoured and therefore dysfunctional 

relations. who attends the Porcospini path is nevertheless called to feel unique and special, 

recognized by their affectively significant environments, even school and family, in a process 

of self-development that values the individual and its peculiarities. at this point, knowledge 
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is the element on which bringing awareness of the risk and protective factors,  that the path 

promotes and teaches: children examine in depth and learn about their body changes, natu-

ralness and sexuality and the resulting serenity in facing these matters. Knowing is the first 

step for any growth path. The child thus learns to know and recognize himself, feeling their 

sexuality as an essential and forming feature of own self in evolution. So discussed, the classes 

involved focus key concepts such as reciprocity, respect for themselves and others, sharing 

and dialogue.

Porcospini thus works on physical education and physicality where being awareness create 

the capacity, always starting from the self-respect, to respect others, monitoring acceptance 

or rejection, sharing or embarrassment, will or not in the ambitious attempt to educate to 

own emotions and other’s.

Methodologically you work a lot on reflection and emotion and circularity through which 

cognition and emotion chase and follow each other. The exercises and proposals are on a me-

tacognitive level where every game and every activity build strategies, skills, critical thinking, 

rudimentary problem solving, in short a training on life Skills.

One of the recurring images shown to families is the attempt to provide children with a “to-

olbox” to deal with these challenges so complex and difficult.

a child of Porcospini acquires, hopefully, a set of tools to better understand its place, in a 

different light and through a new ability to look at their own experience and therefore more 

able to recognize the risk factors and to understand the  great importance of telling what 

happened to their reference adults. The aim, therefore, becomes to avoid exposure to the risk 

or at least prevent it as much as possible through education to those who are called protective 

factors.

what has been built is part of the community scenario of the Early childhood Education and 

care (EcEc) and wants to draw attention to the need for a critical approach to the world of 

the mass media today, the contradictions of modern society and the strong logic of posses-

sion and consumption in physical sense of the objects and, unfortunately, of people. we can-

not win the dynamics of secrecy and primers asymmetrical guilt, shame, the logic of reward 

and the chains of impairment: the basic ingredients of enticement and a dimension of abuse 

unless we adult become aware of how these messages are ordinary, daily, constant.

child feels that all these things are  “normal” in  the world of  “adults” and then metabolize 

as they are, without question, without the famous critical thinking. The paradox, perhaps 

one of the most intense passages the project has shown and taught us through the words of 

children, is the protection not of the world of adults towards children but of the latter towards 

frailties and weaknesses of their reference adults. children tell us the concern about delive-

ring to mom and dad something that could hurt them, that could scare or just embarrass or 

bother them. children describe with impressive punctuality which keys trigger fears in their 

parents and not only and how they protect them from what they do not want to know, face, 

feel, understand.

 “... Dear parents, forget that your children talk with you about these things, your silen-

ce on sexuality has already closed as a tomb every possible hint on the subject. So just 

know that they will never say you anything, not to lose your esteem, your confidence, 

not to feel them dirty, to be able to look into your eyes without feeling your discomfort, 

your disapproval. Children will never speak, but you parents have to talk about sex 

and do it prematurely enough, as well you talk about food, school, swimming lessons. 

Because if you do not talk about sex it becomes taboo, and do you want a child has the 

strength to break a taboo that your silence has raised as thick as a wall?”

Umberto Galimberti 
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Scholars say that child abuse is an experience so abhorrent and worrying that the human 

mind struggles to contain and almost tends to eject it and delete it, but a child alone cannot 

do it, he always expects to be protected and defended and this is a duty of the whole commu-

nity. 

with this planning future Porcospini works in depth with schools and parents, through spe-

cific training dealing in detail with all the activities offered to children, allowing adults to get 

involved and compare their own growth path with that of their son.

at the same time school acquires precise technical equipment, experienced and effective to 

create the conditions for an ideal setting aimed at the discussion on the issues widely discus-

sed in this short paper.

The identification of reference adults is one of the key factors of security and protection of 

the child, for this reason, even those who should receive, hold, allow the not said of the child 

should have the right  predisposition or disposition.

On these last lines Porcospini tries to lay the foundation for an educational community, for 

a community that allows your child to read and recognize his own emotional states and ex-

press, without reservations or fears, what “the belly says.”
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inTervenTion

model

organisaTion

•	 5 meeting

•	 weekly

•	 Duration of lessons: 120 minutes

•	 Place: gym or big classroom without desks and chairs

•	 Each meeting will be divided into:

Presentation of the meeting (welcome)

warm-up

two or three practical activities with stages of consideration

call back to mind re-elaboration of stressed concepts

relaxation

assignment of the activities for the next meeting

5
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The activities proposed for each lesson will be more than those doable in a single educational 

session. The educator will choose the activities that are more suitable and appropriate for the 

class.

1st meeTing

leT’s discover ourselves beauTiful buT differenT

MaIN gOalS:

•	 to increase the knowledge of one’s own body

•	 to enhance the differences

•	 to recognise oneself alike and different

•	 to strengthen self-esteem

wElcOME:

children sit down in a circle. They are asked the reason for these meetings and what they 

expect from this path.

They are asked to introduce themselves with their names and a characteristic of them.

It is explained that each meeting has a title or slogan. Moreover the functions of the “Dear 

Diary” and of the “confidences box” are explained.

warM-uP:

The class dances in a circle in the middle of the gym as initial warm-up.

aim:

•	 to create a peaceful atmosphere in the class.

•	 to help children to distinguish the different parts of the body enjoying themselves.

•	 the educator should find texts or kinds of music that can be danced with the class so that 

children can get moving and touch the different parts of their bodies.

actIvItIES

- tHE twINS

activity:

children run freely in the gym with a background of music. when music is switched off, 

children have to make a group with the classmates who have the same physical characteristic 

said by the educator.

e.g. same eye colour

same height

same hair colour

same hand and feet size

same height

- tHE gaME Of QuEENS aND KINgS

activity:

The class is divided into teams of five-six members. Each child sits in turn on the throne and 

holds an envelope with their name in hand. In the meanwhile the members of their team run 

a course and then write on a piece of paper a positive physical characteristic (a qualifier) of 

the child who is the king/queen sitting at the place of honour. after all children have sat at on 

the throne, they sit down in a circle and read the slips of paper get during the game. If a child 

gets a negative characteristic by mistake, the piece of paper will be torn and the author will 
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write a new slip of paper with a positive one.

The educator guides the discussion according to the aims of the activity.

aims:

•	 children learn to enhance their own body and that of others

•	 children increase their level of self-esteem

The attention of the others is focused on the child as a unique and special person whose 

physical characteristics are appreciated by all. Maybe the child didn’t like these characteri-

stics. This activity is very important for children’s self-esteem. The educator advises the tea-

cher to repeat it periodically with the whole class outside this educational path adding also 

positive character aspects.

- It IS bEautIful wHEN… It IS uglY wHEN….

This activity has two steps:

1st StEP: children form a half circle in front of a poster. They say by a show of hands when 

a particular part of the body is “beautiful” or “ugly”.

2nd StEP: During this step children who have problems with the perception of their body 

images should be helped to “size” the personal experiences of inadequacy and, if possible, 

to increase the level of self-esteem related to their own bodies. It is especially through the 

comparison with the others and the discussion led by a good “teacher/tutor” that some pro-

blematic personal experiences of children can emerge and be discussed by the whole class.

It’S bEautIful wHEN tHE ... It’S uglY wHEN

aims:

•	 to help children to appreciate those parts of the body that they consider less attractive, to 

highlight some characteristics that some people like and others do not;

•	 to help children to understand that everybody has something beautiful.

actIvItIES tO DO at ScHOOl aND at HOME

On the “Dear Diary”:

1. create the heading and personalise the diary.

2. write the slogan of the meeting.

3. Stick the envelope of the place of honour and embellish it.

4. create a poster to be hung in the classroom. Each child will write the characteristic they 

liked the most in the game “The game of Queens and Kings”.

5. repeat the game “The game of Queens and Kings” changing the teams or adding the po-

sitive character aspects.

6. Explain and present the function and the usefulness of the “confidences box” (kept in 

classroom).

2nd meeTing

our body is beauTiful because…

MaIN gOalS

•	 to understand and deepen the changes of the body in the various stages of development

•	  to learn and analyse the differences between the male and female body

•	 to discover what it means to fall in love, to make love, to conceive a baby, pregnancy and 

childbirth
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wElcOME

children sit down in a circle and greet each other. The topic of the meeting is explained.

The “confidence box” is opened and questions are read aloud.

warM-uP

children run freely in the gym with a background of music. when music is switched off, they 

are asked to make different movements (for instance males jump on the left foot, females 

jump on the right one).

actIvItIES

- tHE gaME Of tHE DIffErENcES

activity:

The class is divided into four teams that are placed diagonally to a centre where there are four 

stations delimited by circles containing post-its. In turn, each child runs to the correspon-

ding circle with a felt-tip pen and writes the most important physical characteristic of males 

and females. The post-it is stuck on a big poster that will be seen by the whole class during a 

guided discussion.

aim:

•	 children learn the differences between males and females

- gENItal OrgaNS

activity:

Starting from the poster with the differences and using special pictures, the educator guides 

children to the knowledge of the sexual human body, explaining how male and female genital 

organs are made and highlighting the differences.

aims:

•	 to increase children’s knowledge of their bodies

•	 to discuss with children the changes of their bodies in the different stages of growth 

•	 to know the male and female, internal and external genital organs and their functions

- cOlOurED PENS

with a background of music, children pass each other three felt-tip pens of different colours 

corresponding to the colour of the writing on three posters. children write on them the terms 

(scientific, nice or vulgar) that refer to the genital organs. when music is switched off, the 

children who have the felt-tip pen in their hands write on the poster with the same colour of 

the felt-tip pen. after all children have written on the posters, the educator guides the discus-

sion in circle, highlighting the situations and motivations that lead to the use of these words. 

The aim is to emphasize the respect towards the human body and therefore the uselessness of 

vulgar words. The poster with vulgar words is torn in order to reinforce this concept.

aims:

•	 to highlight the value of human body and in particular of genital organs which are

•	 fundamental to give life and feel pleasure

•	 children learn the correct terminology to name the genital organs

•	 children understand the importance of not naming the genital organs in a vulgar way

- tHE SIlHOuEttES

activity:

children play in pairs. Each child gets a sheet of brown paper on which they will lie down.
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The mate will draw, following the outline, a shape representing the body of the partner with 

a felt-tip pen. Then they will reverse roles. Scattered through the gym, children will cut out 

their shapes from the sheets and portray themselves as if they were naked in front of the 

mirror.

aims:

•	 children learn to become aware of their bodies through drawing (tool through which 

children express their feelings).

- tHE rElaY fOr lIfE

activity:

The class is divided into four teams that run a relay race towards a poster depicting the 5 

stages of life:

•	 infants from 0 to 3 years old;

•	 children up to 10 years old;

•	 youngsters;

•	 adults;

•	 elderly people.

children indicate in turn the different features that distinguish each stage.

INfaNtS cHIlDrEN YOuNgSIStErS aDultS EDErlY PEOPlE

at the end of the relay children are assembled to summarise and display the different features 

of each stage on a big poster.

aims:

•	 to try to help children understand that the human being has certain behavioural cha-

racteristics which change in the different stages of life. a child has some similarities with 

an adult or a youngster, but differs from them in many other things.

rElaxatION

children listen to relaxing music lying on exercise mats with opened arms and legs to take up 

as much space as possible. The educator requests them to fell with the different parts of the 

body the contact with the ground.

actIvItIES tO DO at ScHOOl aND at HOME

On the “Dear Diary”:

•	 write the title of the meeting

•	 write reflections on the meeting

•	 Stick the shape of the human body

•	 colour it picturing themselves naked in front of the mirror

•	 Silent sheets of paper representing male and female genital organs to be completed and 

coloured

•	 Stick on the diary press clippings depicting people in the different stages of life (babies, 

children, youngsters, adults and elderly people). write one or more features for each stage 

of life. The class can also make a summarizing poster.

•	 Possible view of a video that describes the human body and its genital organs. If there is 

a doctor or nurse in the school, it would be better advised to involve them in the expla-

nation of the video.
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3rd meeTing

The friendly Touch

MaIN gOalS:

•	 to learn to respect and enhance one’s own body and that of others

•	 to understand the differences between the “positive touch” and the “negative touch”

•	 to improve the ability of saying NO.

wElcOME

children are requested to sit down in a circle in order to greet each other, see the activities 

done at home and at school and share their reflections. The confidence box is opened and 

public questions are answered.

warM-uP

ruN IN a cIrclE

children dance freely in the gym with a background of music. when music is switched off,

a part of the body is mentioned and each child should touch that part of the body of the near 

classmate. (shoulder, head, belly, bottom, foot, leg).

actIvItIES

- tHE craZY traffIc lIgHtS

activity:

children move freely with a background of music and look at the educator who shows them

different coloured signs. Each colour corresponds to an action they have to do getting in 

touch with classmates.

Yellow: caress; green: handshake; red: slap on the bottom; blue: kiss; black: hair pulled.

aim:

-children experience different ways of relating their own bodies with that of others making a 

distinction between those pleasant, indifferent and unpleasant.

- PlEaSaNt-INDIffErENt-uNPlEaSaNt tOucH

activity:

children form a circle in front of the poster on which the pleasant, indifferent and unpleasant 

ways of touching or being touched are written. The poster has to be completed according to 

the emotions and sensations experienced during the previous game. There is a vote.

The educator guides this process: what connotes gestures? (who- the purposes – the manner- 

the moment – how one feels).

aims:

to help children to:

•	 understand the differences between pleasant and unpleasant touch

•	 learn to respect and enhance their own bodies and that of others

•	 understand that each touch can be pleasant or unpleasant depending on “how I feel, from 

who I receive it, how I receive it, the intention, the moment and the context in which I 

am…”

•	 improve the ability of saying no

•	 recognize and experience some ways of relating their own bodies with that of others gi-

ving them a positive or negative value.
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- laDIES aND KNIgHtS ( “I cHOOSE YES! I cHOOSE NO!”)

activity:

children are divided into two groups and placed in two rows, facing each other. One of the

educators shows one by one the cards with the “touches” of the crazy traffic lights. The

children of a row go towards the children who are in front of them and who can accept or

reject the touch with words, gestures or their bodies. They reverse roles.

aims:

•	 to understand the differences between pleasant and unpleasant touch

•	 to learn to respect and enhance their own bodies and that of others

•	 to improve the ability of saying no

- bOMb ball

activity:

children play bomb ball scattered through the gym. at the whistle of the educator, they

have to stop and the chosen child takes a slip of paper in the bomb on which a situation is

described. The slip of paper will be stuck on a poster in the column of “right” or “wrong”

depending on the sensations felt, if they were pleasant or not.

rIgHt

Pleasant sensation

unpleaseant sensation

wrONg

Pleasant sensation

unpleaseant sensation

The situation are:

1. your doctor asks you to undress to visit you

2. the park keeper urges you to go in their house

3. a car stops and the driver asks you to go with him/her in a street he/she doesn’t know

4. on the bus a man approaches and touches your bottom

5. your uncle always caresses your head

6. your mum and dad kiss you goodnight

(such situations may be placed by children differently. Therefore it is important to conduct 

the debate with the class well. for instance, it is important that children understand that the 

situation with the doctor is unpleasant but right, and talk instead about the situation number 

5, which may be right for someone and wrong for someone else).

aims:

•	 to bring children into question as regards their abilities to perceive the risk in some si-

tuations helping them to recognize the different cases in which touching has a positive or 

negative value.

- rElaY IN PaIrS

activity:

In pairs, children run a course holding a slips of paper with a part of the body without letting 

it fall: hand-hand, forehead-forehead, shoulder-shoulder, thigh-thigh, bottombottom, back-

back, cheek-cheek and so on.

aims:

-children come in contact with the classmates using the different parts of the body 
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- tHE cHaractErS

activity:

Six children play the role of a character: unknown person, parent, friend of the family, nei-

ghbour, teacher, grandfather. The other children move freely and greet the different people in 

the most appropriate way according to the relationship they have with them.

aims:

•	 children express and experience different ways of coming into contact with people

- tHE tYPE Of grEEtINg

activity:

children form a circle in front of a poster which displays the characters, the different ways of 

relating and the reason for such behaviour.

aims:

-children recognise that the emotional relationship with a person defines the ways of relating 

to him/her, the reason why behaviour changes depending on who they talk with.

rElaxatION

- lOaf Of brEaD aND baKEr

The class is divided in pairs. with a background of music, a child (the “loaf of bread”) lies 

down while the other (the “baker”) massages him/her gently as if kneading a loaf. Then they 

reverse roles.

- tHE truStED frIEND (could be done at the 5th meeting)

activity:

children are asked to relax, image being in a very beautiful, quite, calm, secure place and 

think of a person they can trust.

The educator asks than to write the name of this person on a coloured slip of paper which will 

be stuck on the “Dear Diary”.

aims:

-despite the many dangers of life, children have to understand that there are many people 

around them who they ask for help, from whom they can receive love and confidence. The 

important thing is to learn to communicate with others.

actIvItIES tO DO at ScHOOl aND at HOME

•	 write the slogan on the “Dear Diary”.

•	 Search newspaper clippings and articles where there are different ways (positive and ne-

gative) in which people can come in contact with others. This activity is particularly im-

portant because it allows children to “work” on the messages of massmedia and to “un-

derstand” the frequent trivialisation of relationships (also physical) suggested by media 

images.

•	 complete the sentences individually:

“my body said YES when…….”

“my body said NO when…….”

•	 Interview two people of one’s own choice asking them how they communicate the fol-

lowing emotions with their bodies: joy, sadness, fear, indifference, love, embarrassment...

and in which parts of their bodies they feel these emotions.

•	 copy on the diary and do a drawing of the poem “la pancia sceglie” (belly chooses) (by 

r. Parsi)
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4th meeTing:

leT’s learn To avoid dangers

MaIN gOalS

•	 to learn to recognise dangerous situations

•	 to learn to prevent critical situations

•	 to learn to choose what is the appropriate behaviour to face dangerous situations

•	 to understand the importance of being able to trust people who love us

•	 to provide information on what sexual harassment is

•	 to teach the rules of self-protection and allow children to confront themselves with their 

value

wElcOME

children sit down in a circle and greet each other. The topic of the meeting is explained.

The confidence box is opened and questions are read aloud.

warM-uP

- DaNcINg accOrDINg tO EMOtIONS

children dance freely in the gym with a background of music. when music is switched off, 

they express silently with their bodies (they mime) the emotion the educator indicates.

(fear, anger, sadness, joy, wonder, cheerfulness, discouragement, indifference). There is a final 

discussion to share the emotions.

actIvItIES

-truSt ME

activity:

children are divided in pairs, one partner is blindfolded and is guided by the classmate in a 

course not though verbal orders, but through physical contact. Then they reverse roles.

children form a circle and discuss the reasons that led them to trust or not the mate.

aims:

•	 children learn to inspire confidence and trust the classmates

•	 children recognise the elements that lead them to trust the closest people who love them 

and learn to be guide. to help children to:

•	 understand that it is easier to have a pleasant physical contact und find movement syn-

chrony with trusted people

•	 Experience the chance to trust someone

•	 be aware of intimacy bond between people

- StOrIES HEarD HErE aND tHErE

activity:

The class is divided into 5 groups by the teacher according to the ability to collaborate in 

group. Each group analyses 5 stories and dramatizes one of them in front of the classmates. 

There are five stations in the gym delimited by circles which have a story and a felt-tip pen. 

Each group receives a schema to analyze the story (what the protagonist thinks, what the 

protagonist feels, what signs lead the protagonist to understand that the situation is strange, 

what the protagonist could do). when the group ends the analysis, the group goes to the next 

circle. all groups have to analyse all stories.
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The analysis follows the following schema:

tItlE Of

tHE StOrY

wHat tHE

PrOtagONISt

tHINKS

wHat tHE

PrOtagONISt

fEElS

wHat SIgNS

lEaD tHE

PrOtagONISt 

tO

uNDErStaND

tHat tHE

SItuatION IS

StraNgE

wHat tHE

PrOtagONISt

cOulD DO aND

wHat HE/SHE

cOulD HavE 

DONE

bEfOrE

In circle all groups present their work and confront each other. The factors of attention, of 

protection and further considerations that emerged from the analysis of each story are hi-

ghlighted. It is shown that the emotions felt by the protagonist are fundamental indicators to 

make the children understand if a situation could be a risk for them.

finally, the three rules of self-protection are explained:

•	 Does my body say yes or no?

•	 Does a trusted adult know where I am?

•	 If I need, am I able to ask a trusted person for help?

•	 Each group dramatizes a story (it is recommended the use of fancy-dress costumes for 

the characters).

The stories proposed for the dramatization are the following (we propose more than five sto-

ries so that the activity can be done several times):

1. tHE fOrbIDDEN fIlM

tea, 11 years old, meets a neighbour while she is going down the stairs. Mr ugo invites her 

gently to his house to watch a film. tea thinks about it and then she accepts. Mr ugo makes 

her take a sit in front of the television and he sits down next to her. tea realises from the first 

scenes that the film is not suitable for children: there are naked men and women. Mr ugo asks 

tea to imitate the characters of the film.

factors of attention what to do further considerations
No adult of reference
knows where the girl is

- to refuse to go
- to ask permission

- strength difference between an 
adult and a child
- difficulties in getting out of adult’s 
house

2. tObIa aND tHE DOctOr

tobia goes to the doctor with his mum on Thursday afternoon after school. During the visit, 

after checking the throat and breathing, the doctor pulls down tobia’s briefs and checks that 

his private parts are healthy touching them. The child looks at his mum surprised and em-

barrassed.

factors of attention what to do further considerations
- the presence of the mother de-
spite protagonist’s
embarrassment or discomfort

- to demand explanations
- to express one’s own
embarrassment or
discomfort

- importance of the visit

3. tIllY aND HEr uNclE

tilly, 9 years old, asks her mum the permission for going get an ice cream with the uncle she 

loves very much. In the car the uncle caresses her thighs and promises her a bigger ice cream 
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if she doesn’t say it to her mum and keeps the secret.

factors of attention what to do further considerations
- ask for the secret
- perception of the way of
touching
- emotions felt

- not to keep the secret
- to understand the
discomfort
- to accept that the
situation ends

- to talk with an adult
- possibility of not being
believed
- difficulties in telling it

4. NINa aND tHE SPIDEr

Nina, 10 years old, likes playing in the yard. One day she is playing alone and Mr beppe, an 

acquaintance, comes near her telling that there is a big spider on her back. under the pretext 

of removing it, he starts touching her. In the meanwhile Nina realises that there is no spider.

factors of attention what to do further considerations
- perception of the way of
touching

- to say no, go away and ask
for help

The rather protected
environment allows to ask
for help

5. PEtEr at tHE ParK

Peter is at the park waiting for his friends to play football. The park is empty because of the 

warmth. at one point, he hears the voice of a man telling him: ” Hey, child, do you see those 

bushes over there? There is a very beautiful cat....come and see it with me, you’ll have fun...”. 

Even if Peter is tempted, he doesn’t know whether to accept the invitation of the unknown 

person.

factors of attention what to do further considerations
- deserted environment
- emotion felt

- to go away - to meet each other in a
less isolated place
- the image children have of
the unknown person

6. tHE SwIM tEaM

at the end of the training, Marco, the coach of a swim team, invites his pupils to have a show-

er before going home so that they can relax after many demanding exercises. Marco goes with 

his pupils in the locker room and stays there while they get naked, have a shower and dress 

again to go home. Then Marco greet them friendly and goes back to the pull.

factors of attention what to do further considerations
-the presence of other
children despite the
embarrassment or
discomfort

- to demand explanations
- to speak about it with a
trusted adult

- children’s experiences in
   similar contexts

7. tHE babYSIttEr

filippo’ s babysitter usually brings him to the park during the afternoon. while filippo is 

playing, he falls in a big puddle and gets dirty. to avoid catching a chill, the babysitter comes 

back home, undresses filippo and makes him a bath. She washes the child despite the fact 

that his mother didn’t say it.

factors of attention what to do further considerations

aims:

children analyse stories in which they can identify themselves. They can also be guided to 
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find solutions to the different situations learning to react in unpleasant or dangerous situa-

tions in which they might be.

to help children to:

•	 learn to recognise dangerous situations

•	 learn to prevent critical situations

•	 think and learn to choose what is the appropriate behaviour to face dangerous situations

•	 understand the importance of being able to trust people who love us

•	 provide information on what sexual harassment is.

- aNOtHEr PrOPOSal

two stories among those treated are presented to children. The class has to find two possible 

endings, one positive and one negative.

The answers will be written on a poster. finally, the possible consequences will be considered 

and discussed.

aims:

•	 children have to understand that each situation of life presents a multitude of choices. 

Their choices should be directed to the best option for them. to reach this aim, the class 

should think over the impact that the actions of the protagonist have on the more or less 

positive ending of the events in which children are involved.

rElaxatION

-tHE StOrY DOESN’t END tHErE

teachers ask children to relax thinking about the stories told and reassure them about the 

importance of the presence of people they can trust.

aims:

•	 children have to understand that it is important to trust someone also in unpleasant si-

tuations in order to be helped.

-full bag EMPtY bag

with a background of music, children lie down and imagine they are an initially empty bag 

that slowly starts to fill up and suddenly empties.

actIvItIES tO DO at ScHOOl aND at HOME

On the “dear diary”:

1. write the slogan of the meeting

2. write the considerations on the meeting

3. draw a comic strip telling a story. It can be a real or invented dangerous situation or it can 

describe a pleasant or unpleasant situation.

4. find a slogan with the teacher that can be useful for other children to recognize a danger 

situation

5. the teacher presents the stories that were not treated and analyses them following the 

same method used during the meeting

6. write the three rules of self-protection on the dear diary and make a poster to be stuck in 

the classroom

7. write the poem “l’orco vestito da re” (the ogre dresses as a king) on the diary.

stick the poem “I bambini non sono giochini” (children are not toys) and do a drawing.
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5th meeTing

i cry no, run aWay, go running To Tell someone

MaIN gOalS

•	 to identify the figures of reference in which to confide and ask for help

•	 to understand the importance of telling freely what happened, even if you can feel fear 

or embarrassment

•	 to learn to say no when you are in a strange situation

•	 to understand the difference between secret and surprise

wElcOME:

children sit down in a circle and greet each other. The topic of the meeting is explained.

The confidence box is opened and questions are read aloud.

warM-uP

- tHE truStED PErSON

at the first round of a simple obstacle course each child writes their name on a poster in a 

balloon. at the second round the child writes in the same balloon the names of two people 

they trust the most.

children form a circle and say who they have chosen and the reason. The balloons with their 

names and the names of the people they trust the most are stuck on the wall.

aims:

•	 children recognize the people they trust the most

•	 children are aware of the reasons that led to their choices

- I crY NO aND ruN

activity:

after reading some dangerous situations, each child cries “NO!” and runs towards the ballo-

on with the names of the people they trust the most.

at the end, children explain why the situation is dangerous and why they trusted the person 

they chose.

aims:

•	 children react to dangerous situations crying “NO!” and asking the person they trust the 

most for help.

- tHE IMPOrtaNcE Of aSKINg fOr HElP

activity:

children form a circle. The path undertaken is summarized and new questions can be asked.

The three rules of self-protection are recalled by children:

•	 Does my body say yes or no?

•	 Does a trusted adult know where I am?

•	 If I need, am I able to ask a trusted person for help?

aims:

•	 children think about the importance of asking a trusted person for help.

- QuIZ ON DaNgErOuS Or SafE SItuatIONS

teams read some dangerous or safe situations (see list below). after deciding quickly whether 

the situation is safe or dangerous, each child of the team runs in turn to ring the bell, chooses 

the red card (danger) or the green card (safety) and explains the reason for their choice. The 

child will cry no and say the name of the trusted person they will address to.
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aims:

•	 to recognise the dangerous situations and increase the ability of saying no

DaNgErOuS SItuatIONS

•	 aldo is chatting alone even if his parents have forbidden it. He meets on line a child of his 

age who wants to know where he lives, what school he attends, the gym…what do you 

suggest him?

•	 a boy calls you from a balcony of the building where you live and invites you to go and 

play with his new video games. what do you do?

•	 Mara is at the cinema with her parents and sits down with a friend of her some rows 

ahead . The man sitting next to her starts to caress her a thigh and she fells embarrassed. 

what do you suggest her?

•	 Matteo goes to school alone. One morning a man leaning out of a main door calls him. 

Matteo turns towards him and the man shows him his private parts. what do you suggest 

him?

•	 One day the brother of a friend of betty touches her breast while they are alone in the lift. 

He threatens to beat her if she will say it to someone. what do you suggest her?

•	 giosuè always meets an elderly man with a nice doggy at the park. He pets the dog every 

time. One day, while his mother is out to buy bread, that man goes and asks giosuè to 

help him find the dog that ran away. what do you suggest him?

•	 The priest of the recreation centre invites gigi to help him after the catechism class. In 

order to thank him for the help, the priest makes him sit on his lap and caresses him in a 

strange way. what do you suggest him?

•	 a new school caretaker finds giacomo at the toilets and notices that giacomo has played 

with water and wetted the floor. He promises not to say anything if giacomo pulls his 

trousers and briefs down. what do you think about?

•	 a friend of the family usually touches giovanna’s bottom without being seen by other 

adults. The girl feels awkward and doesn’t know what she should do. what do you suggest 

her?

SafE Or EQuIvOcal SItuatIONS (to use as stimulus for reflection on the rules)

•	 Your favourite aunt invites you for a trip at the lake after asking your parents for permis-

sion. what do you think about?

•	 Every Monday the grandfather fetches gioia at the gym. One Thursday he makes her a 

surprise and suggests her to take and eat an ice cream. Even if there is the mum, gioia 

prefers to go with her grandfather. what do you think about?

•	 chiara and her class are on a bus. Some unknown boys give her their compliments and 

touch her in a joking way saying her that she is the most beautiful girl in her class. when 

the teacher looks at them, they stop but then start again. what do you think about?

•	 a friend of the family gives you a very expensive present for you birthday. what do you 

think about?

•	 a friend of your mother fetches you at school and wants to prepare a snack for you be-

cause your mother phoned her telling she is late. what do you do?

cONcluDINg rEflEctION

children form a circle. The educator summarises the path undertaken and new questions can 

be asked.

The poem “il bambino è come un re” (the child is like a king) is read and commented.
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actIvItIES tO bE DONE at ScHOOl aND at HOME

1. write the slogan on the “dear diary”.

2. write or stick the poem “il bambino è come un re” on the diary and do a drawing.

3. write the slogan of the smart guys: “I cry no, run away and go running to tell someone”

4. learn the nursery rhyme IO NON HO SEgrEtI (I have so secrets)

5. complete individually the 10 sentences in the sheet of paper “I think so”. These sentences 

summarise the whole path undertaken. a drawing of two or three children can be added 

to some answers:

•	 My body is …..

•	 adults have to …..

•	 adults shouldn’t …..

•	 a secret is not like a surprise because …..

•	 I must be careful …..

•	 I can trust because …..

•	 I must ask for help if …..

•	 I know I can always rely on …..

•	 I must not be afraid of …..

•	 a caress can mean ….. or …..

These sheets of paper are important to organise a:

cONcluDINg PaPEr

The sheets will be collected and the educator will prepare a set of rules depending on the 

answers received. children should keep in mind these rules which will be presented to the 

parents during the final meeting.

rElaxatION

The following proposals of relaxation can be used in rotation at the end of each of the five 

meetings included in the curriculum.

Some ways of relaxation are proposed. It is duty of the educator to choose which one to use 

depending on the class and other variables in play.

aim:

each relaxation exercise uses the body which is the first element in contact with others and 

through which children strengthen the knowledge gained during the meeting finding out 

that it is nice to be inside their own bodies.

1. tHE StatuES Of IcE

children are scattered through the gym and play the statues of ice. These start from an upright

and rigid position and are progressively warmed by a ray of sunshine that gently melts them 

and turns them into a water puddle on the ground. following the educator’s words, children 

will progressively relax parts of their bodies and while statues are melting, they will lie down 

and let themselves go to total relaxation of all muscles.

2. tHE guIDED rElaxatION

children lie on the ground with their eyes closed and listen to music and the words of the edu-

cator who guides them in an imaginary situation that takes place in different environments 

(e.g. sea, forest, lawn,…) and in which children perceive different sensations involving the 

five senses.

3. autOgENIc traINIg

relaxation exercises including following sensory foci: heaviness, heat, breathing, heartbeat…
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4. all Of uS IS bEautIful

children are scattered and lie on the ground. with a background of music, they are asked to 

think about and relax all parts of their bodies, both those enhanced by their classmates and 

those they consider less beautiful.

5. lOaf Of brEaD aND baKEr

The class is divided in pairs. with a background of music, a child (the “loaf of bread”) lies 

down while the other (the “baker”) massages him/her gently as if kneading a loaf. Then they 

reverse roles.

6. full bag EMPtY bag

with a background of music, children lie down and imagine they are an initially empty bag 

on the floor that slowly starts to fill up with the increase of music volume. when the volume 

is turned down, the bag empties.
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objective 1: to ‘build children’s confidence in asking questions and seeking information’

objective 2: to ‘enhance children’s knowledge and understanding about their bodies’

objective 3: to ‘equip children with the necessary tools to enable them to understand when a 

situation is potentially risky and which actions to take to protect themselves’

objective 4: to ‘help children to develop critical awareness and build confidence so they feel 

able to trust appropriate adults and approach them to talk to and ask for help’

objective 5: to ‘raise awareness about the programme and provide relevant information to 

the adults (parents, carers and teaching staff) to enable them to support children’s learning

6evaluaTion

and

conclusions
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overall programme effectiveness

The overall positive feedback indicates that the  Porcospini programme could benefit prima-

ry schools in several ways. all the teaching staff who provided feedback said they would like 

to be involved again. The large majority of the children said “yes” when it was asked them if 

other children should attend the programme.

In deciding whether the programme can be continued, it’s necessary to consider several fac-

tors (e.g. curriculum, sustainability). Porcospini programme linked in with primary scho-

ol curriculum subjects; the programme and curriculum appeared mutually complementary 

of each other. The programme tended to complement rather than duplicate existing school 

practices, and it appeared that, without the programme, there would be large gaps in learning.

programme continuation and sustainability – factors for consideration

Schools should become involved with the programme in the future: they need to recognise 

that more time they can dedicate to the programme, more effective the outcomes will be.

This also means a commitment after the five lessons: they have to implement the good prac-

tice and learning related to the programme. Ideally, it should be created a framework and 

make it available to schools, in order they know what they can do to ensure sustainability. 

The framework should consider several follow-up lessons with children as a mean of em-

bedding learning, creating and maintaining a safe environment at schools, in order children 

may feel comfortable talking to any staff member. a more structured framework is required 

for primary schools that like to run the programme, informing them about necessary  time, 

resources and actions to achieve the maximum effectiveness.

If the programme were continued, schools would likely explore the feasibility of delivering 

the programme by themselves, due to financial reasons. The view of teaching staff at the 

schools was that the programme would be better taught by an external facilitator, providing 

several reasons such as it would be “difficult to provide the same programme as effectively 

‘in-house’”. 

another important feature to consider is that programme, in the future, should be imple-

mented with additional aspects to improve its effectiveness, such as children  education about 

Internet Safety performing Internet Safety workshop to parents. at the same time, it is neces-

sary to consider group dimension and composition, related to religions and cultures, special 

educational needs and disabilities, gender ratio.

Despite initial reservations by teaching staff regarding the younger age group receiving the 

programme that it might ‘steal children’s innocence’, teachers and facilitators recognised this 

age group particularly exposed to become victims of sexual abuse. findings indicate how the 

identified age can benefit from the programme; they are vulnerable enough to require input, 

and are also generally advanced enough in their critical and reflective thinking to under-

stand the subjects matter. Schools should dedicate additional time with children of this age 

group, with teaching staff allowing sufficient time for reflection after each Porcospini lesson, 

running follow-up lessons, and providing one-to-one support as necessary, to enhance un-

derstanding. 

conclusions and recommendations

The feedback of the Porcospini programme demonstrates the positive impact it had on 

children’s learning, awareness, and relationships with adults. 

These children have been equipped with knowledge and tools to protect themselves, with 

their parents’, carers’ and teaching staff ’s enhanced knowledge of the subject area and increa-

sed willingness to talk to the children about this, children may now be more able to avoid to 

become victims. 

The programme should be delivered nationally, or indeed internationally, across all primary 

schools; in this way the potential impact on children’s safety and the reduction of child sexual 

abuse could be substantial. 
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Evidence of children’s confidence in asking que-

stions particularly started to arise during lesson 

2, ‘Our bodies are beautiful because...’, where 

puberty was discussed. The general feedback 

from teaching staff and the facilitator was that 

children were a little shy and giggly at first, but 

further into the lesson displayed more maturi-

ty and were able to ask a lot of questions. The 

children appeared more relaxed and grew in 

“Children have challenged and 

asked questions, and been able 

to voice their own individual 

opinions” 

(teacher)

“Children ... felt much more 

comfortable and confident to 

speak out both individually and 

when working as a group” 

(teacher)

It was not only during the lessons that children were seen to become more inquisitive, but 

between lessons during school time and also at home. This generally started following lesson 

2, where children tended to ask teaching staff a lot of questions based around sex education. 

This filtered into home life, and several parents talked about how their children had become 

more inquisitive as a result of the programme. children returned home from school asking 

questions about subjects such as periods, masturbation, and wet dreams. although a few 

parents said they had encouraged their children to ask questions of this sort prior to the pro-

gramme, many felt that lessons had increased their children’s confidence in asking questions 

and feeling comfortable talking about what was perhaps previously viewed as an uncomfor-

table subject. The following figure presents some of this feedback from parents and carers 

regarding the observed increase in their children’s communication.

Porcospini programme was firstly designed to address the elements of complicity and se-

crecy, crucial in the drive to prevent abuse from occurring and to combat the shame and fear 

of disclosing, as children must feel able to tell a trusted adult, to know they will be listened 

to and can be protected. The programme identified the potential, for the age group most vul-

nerable, to become victim of sexual abuse as the capability of protecting themselves to some 

degree. It identified the value of working directly with the potential victim group, equipping 

them with the necessary means to remain safe from sexual abuse.

objective 1

build children’s confidence in asking questions and seeking information

feedback from the programme indicates the achievement of Objective 1. The confidence 

box appeared to play a key part in the programme in helping children to build confidence 

in asking questions. teaching staff and children in both year groups were keen for the con-

fidence box to stay after the programme had finished, indicating how useful and effective all 

involved found it. 

confidence as the programme continued; this 

was evident across all schools. by lessons 4 and 

5, the children continued to ask a lot of que-

stions, and many participated freely in in-depth 

and honest discussions about situations they 

were unsure or worried about.
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Objective 1 therefore appears to have been achieved, with children becoming more inquisi-

tive both at school and at home. The facilitator was seen to be key in achieving this objec-

tive, creating a safe environment in which children felt they could ask questions and talk 

about this subject matter with adults in a way that may not have previously been encouraged. 

achievement of this objective is important in working towards Objective 4 in particular, 

where children are encouraged to identify an appropriate adult that they feel they can appro-

ach and talk to. Objective 5 also links in very closely, because if adults feel comfortable and 

knowledgeable enough to answer questions, children will become increasingly likely to ask 

them.

objective 2: enhance children’s knowledge and understanding about their bodies

findings indicate some achievement of Objective 2. The second lesson was essential in en-

hancing children’s knowledge and understanding about their bodies. teaching staff from all 

three schools expressed their surprise at the range of understanding and prior knowledge 

children generally had about puberty. It was observed however that children in both year 

groups knew a lot of words but not what they actually meant, “Many ‘think’ they know but 

when asked for an explanation it is completely wrong” (facilitator). The depth of understan-

ding of the younger age group was generally not as good as they think. The lesson was there-

fore a rare opportunity to correct misconceptions.

a lot of giggling and laughing came from the children when using words and the facilitator 

felt it necessary to address the issue to make sure they understood the appropriateness of 

using the words in the correct context. 

teaching staff displayed surprise at the number of places children had acquired their in-

formation from and the types of films and television programs they had watched and how 

“It has stimulated conversations 

and helped our relationships”

“Porcospini allows all 

children to participate, to 

share; it’s a social activity. 

It takes away all

that whispering”

“My son is more confident 

in saying body parts”

“It definitely

opened a door”

“There was a weekly 

session of questions being 

asked”

“because of the pro-

gramme the children 

aren’t embarrassed.

They are open now and 

asking questions”

“I’m surprised my daughter discus-

sed [things] with her dad – I don’t 

think she would have broached the 

subject before”

“They talked about it amongst themselves, 

which is certainly a good thing. It gives them 

a chance to talk about it in an informed way. 

It gives them the ability to talk about things 

that are important. I think they were intri-

gued but attributed value to it”

“The leaflet brought home 

instigated discussion”
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In lesson 3 children were taught how to say ‘no’ if they were uncomfortable with a cer-

tain touch. Pairing together the understanding of when a situation is potentially risky and 

knowledge that they have the ability to say ‘no’ (and developing the confidence to do this), 

is a key part of the Porcospini programme’s objectives. The next step taught children to then 

tell a trusted adult if a situation made them feel uncomfortable, which is addressed below 

under objective 4. The children worked through a large number of scenarios in lessons 3, 

4 and 5, with the complexity of situations increasing towards the end of the programme 

to enable steady learning. 

 “The children seem to be making connections about what is ok/not ok...they spoke a lot 

about feeling what was appropriate or not”. by the end of the programme, staff commented, 

“They are also now much more aware about strange situations which could occur and who to 

talk to or how to deal with situations which are unfamiliar to them”. 

a key part of the programme that appeared to enhance learning was the numerous scena-

rios that children worked through, and the interactive nature of these lessons, whereby all 

children were encouraged to participate. Staff felt that one of the most effective parts of the 

programme was the use of scenarios to embed learning.

Evidence indicates that this objective was achieved with a large number of children. Howe-

ver, some scenarios can evoke challenging questions from the children, and answering these 

requires a tactful approach by the facilitator. additional work is also required by the schools 

to focus on individuals who do not fully comprehend by the end of the programme. 

some views, such as stereotypical views of the meaning of some words appeared to have been 

influenced by these sources. The impact that children’s access to such a range of information 

sources can have is something parents and carers should be made aware of, so they can re-

strict and monitor this access. 

lesson 3 built upon the previous lesson, aiming to enhance understanding about their bo-

dies in terms of ‘positive touch’ and ‘negative touch’. children were generally “excitable” and 

“uncomfortable” at first with the various ‘touching’ actions, but after a while they calmed 

down and felt more comfortable with appropriate forms of contact. Evidence of learning 

was demonstrated when teaching staff observed pupils being “More aware of touching in the 

playground playing tag”. However, in the majority of groups, the facilitator was unsure at the 

end of lesson 3 whether children fully understood the difference between ‘positive touch’ and 

‘negative touch’. This lesson would therefore potentially require more input. The school that 

appeared from evaluation forms to have grasped concepts to a greater degree, was the school 

where teaching staff were engaged with the programme a larger amount compared with the 

others. 

objective 3

equip children with the necessary tools to enable them to understand when a

situation is potentially risky and which actions to take to protect themselves

Evidence indicates that the programme achieved this objective with a large number of 

children. Part of the reason for enhancing children’s awareness and understanding of their 

bodies was so that they could identify the difference between ‘positive touch’ and ‘negative 

touch’. understanding this difference children would enable to understand how they might 

feel in certain risky situations that may involve, or have potential to involve, negative touch.
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objective 4

help the children to develop critical awareness and build confidence so they

 feel able to trust appropriate adults and approach them to talk to and ask for help 

On the whole, the programme appeared to have achieved this objective. The programme ai-

med to teach children how to appraise situations and people in order to come to judgements 

about whether or not they may be risky. The programme wanted to help a child to develop 

this critical awareness so that they could approach adults they have judged to be trustworthy, 

if they wanted to talk or ask for help. There is some crossover with the first part of Objective 

4; ‘Help the children to develop critical awareness’, and part of Objective 3 ‘understanding 

when a situation is potentially risky’. Therefore, because the first part of Objective 4 has alre-

ady been covered in the above section, only the second part of the objective will be evaluated 

here.

although it is difficult to measure whether all children who attended Porcospini lessons 

would feel confident enough to approach a trusted adult for help in a real-life situation, the 

case studies go some way to reflect that, and there was evidence to suggest a large number of 

the children felt increased confidence in talking to teaching staff and their parents and carers, 

as detailed under Objective 1. teaching staff commented, “Since the programme they have 

been better at expressing and communicating concerns and problems”.
The Porcospini programme was delivered to over 1000 children, who over the course of five 

weeks were equipped with knowledge and tools that have the potential to help them keep safe 

both in the short and longer term. teaching staff recognised that the programme was “equip-

ping the children with important life skills” and feedback from the children, teaching staff, 

parents and programme facilitator indicated that this was successful with a large number of 

children. Quotes taken from feedback received from children and teaching staff are below, 

demonstrating how they felt at the end of the programme.

objective 5

raise awareness about the programme and provide relevant information to the adults 

(parents, carers and teaching staff) to enable them to support the children’s learning.

The programme achieved this objective with the majority of teaching staff and some parents 

and carers. It was recognised how important it was for the parents, carers and teachers of the 

children to understand the programme and what it was trying to achieve, and to equip them 

with enough knowledge to enable them to provide the appropriate support to the children to 

maximise learning. for this reason, briefing meetings of teaching staff were held before com-

mencement of the programme, so they understood the programme objectives and their roles 

within this. Meetings before and after the programme were also arranged with the parents 

and carers of children in each school, providing the opportunity for the adults to learn about 

the programme and ask questions to alleviate any anxieties they may have had

“I would be happy to endorse this programme further and am very keen to help with its 

continuation and development whenever possible. It has been a very worthwhile and well run 

programme. Thank you” (acting Head teacher)
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no, because

“They need to know more about their bodies. and what situations they can 
find themselves in”

“to learn how to take care and know when someone touches you inappro-
priately you can tell someone older”

“Then they know what is safe and what is not safe”

“I don’t know”

“Some people don’t want to learn about it”

“a bit when they are older or because they won’t listen”

“It might be inappropriate for other children, but it helps them learn!”

“I was shocked about how many of children in my class did not know 
about these things that we did in Hedghogs”

“children need to know how to protect their body”

“It helps in life and tells us what to do in different scenarios”

“It helps children to understand about how you change when you grow up”

“because they need to know stuff we learnt”

“It teaches how to deal with problems”

“If they’re in a bad situation they can say ‘No!’”

“like us other children need to know how to protect themselves”

“for people to protect their bodies and tell an adult when something goes 
wrong”

“So they can stay away from danger”

feedbacK from The children

‘should other children take part in the porcospini programme?’

yes, because

feedbacK from The children

‘should other children take part in the porcospini programme?’
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Teaching sTaff feedbacK
abouT The faciliTaTor

“The trainer made sessions enjoyable and gave the children time, en-
couragement and valued their opinions and understanding to gain more 
knowledge”

“Made the children feel at ease and encouraged them to talk”

“tricky comments addressed professionally giving children responses they 
fully understand” 

“children felt in a secure place to be able to talk about issues” 

“good uses of learning styles to engage the children” 

“She is always able to make the reading contents relevant to the children 
(experiences and age)” 

“Excellent delivery of sessions, pitched at the children’s understanding and 
child friendly approach”

“Dealt with silliness appropriately and seriously. children responded well” 

“Professional when dealing with children’s questions so children behaved 
more maturely” 

very professional and friendly, trainer worked very well with both children 
and school staff. Sessions planned well and implemented. Sessions time 
went quickly, children were fully engaged and interactions positive and 
beneficial”

“an excellent session, skilfully delivered again very good, sensitive 
handling of pupil feedback and contribution. good vocabulary focus and 
definitions at a level appropriate for the age and cohort” 

two of the three overarching aims of the programme appear to have been met; ‘raise awa-

reness about child sexual abuse among families and teachers’ and ‘teach child sexual abuse 

prevention rules and principles to school children’. The final aim ‘Decrease child sexual abuse 

incidence and prevalence rate among this target population’ cannot be measured, at least not 

at this stage; it is difficult to attribute changes in incidence and prevalence rates to specific 

initiatives. from the evaluation material used, it has been possible to conclude that overall 

the five objectives were achieved.

feedbacK from The Teachers

“very pleased with the Porcospini programme” 

“Overall very pleased with the programme” 

The programme has been invaluable to the school”

“really valuable and a real shame if it disappeared”

“The programme was well delivered, both pupils and staff gained from it” 

“It should be continued as I feel that if this helps even one child then it 
has been successful”
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The feedback received from the Porcospini programme was generally very encouraging and 

can go some way to demonstrate the positive impact it had on children’s learning, awareness, 

and relationships with adults. 

Desired effects of the programme would include increased reporting rates of child sexual 

abuse, with children able to identify situations as abuse and feeling confident enough to tell 

an adult. Even more preferable, which the programme primarily aimed to address, is the pre-

vention of the abuse occurring in the first place. Now that these over than 1000 children have 

been equipped with the knowledge and tools to protect themselves, and with their parents’, 

carers’ and teaching staff ’s enhanced knowledge of the subject area and increased willingness 

to talk to the children about this, children may now be more able to avoid becoming victims. 

as a consequence they would evade the problematic short and longer term effects that can 

arise from being victim to abuse. Should the programme be delivered nationally, or indeed 

internationally, across all primary schools, the potential impact on children’s safety and the 

reduction of child sexual abuse could be substantial.

research has previously found that child abuse prevention programmes can lead to signifi-

cant gains in safety knowledge and skills, in children, parents and teachers. It is the multi-

systemic programmes that target not only children but also key adults that tend to be the 

most effective, which was done with the Porcospini programme. Individual differences and 

home circumstances of children are likely to affect how well learning is maintained; however 

research has concluded that increasing the likelihood of maintenance of learning is rehear-

sal of behaviour, repeated presentations, standardised materials, trained instructors and the 

involvement of parents; best practice that can be drawn upon in the future in the case of the 

Porcospini programme.




